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CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot

Lot Description

A1

Deactivated 7.62mm Guryunov MG
Round barrel, Chinese made variant. Ex Rhodesian bush veteran. Commonly used
for base defence purposes by both Zanla and Zipra forces. Good condition.
Deactivated 8mm Yugoslav M48 Mauser Rifle
Good condition.
Deactivated .303 No.4 Lee Enfield Service Rifle
Latest S.A. spec with moving parts. WW2 vintage.
Deactivated FN/Fal/ R1 Service Rifle
Latest SA spec with moving parts. Ex-Rhodesian bush war veteran.
.22 Webley & Scott Mk III Air Rifle
Underlever action with 18,5" barrel, hooded foresight and adjustable rear sight. Serial
number 38676. Crisp Webley markings to receiver, "Webley" trademark to butt.
Good original condition overall
9mmp Varan 16rd. Mags x 3
SA produced 9mmp pistol. Two clear polycarbonate magazines, one x black polymer
magazine. All good condition. Very scarce.
.50cal. Desert Eagle 7rd. Magazines x 5
Two magazines are brand new in factory packaging, remaining three magazines are
"as new".
"Mag-7" 12ga. Mags x 4
Scarce box magazine holding 5 rds. for the SA produced "Techno Arms Mag 7"
shotgun produced 1994-2012. Good condition.
Miniature Musgrave Rifle
Built 1984 -1996, it is a half-scale copy of the Musgrave Mod 80 rifle. It is nonfunctioning but the bolt can be partially opened. Musgrave used them as gifts, as
presentations to dignitaries and as trophies. On presentation stand, very good
condition.
.577/.450 Lee Dies & 17 x Cases
Lee die set & 17 x boxer primed cases. Good condition.
8x57 Reloading
7x20 boxes 8x57 Oryx Ammo. Redding Dies, RCBS Seating Die, Brass,
miscellaneous bullets
ATN X-Sight Night Vision HD 3-12 Scope
Night and day scope. The ATN X- sight can record video and capture pictures
GPS/Image Stabilization/E-Compass/Altitude Multiple reticle options to choose from.
The ATN X-Sight weights 2.3lbs, dimensionally it is 8"x3.25"x3.13" and runs on 4 AA
batteries.
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Estimate
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R 11500.00

R 2850.00
R 2750.00
R 8000.00
R 3250.00

R 900.00

R 1800.00

R 1200.00

R 3000.00

R 1350.00
R 7500.00

R 7500.00

A13

A14

A15

A16

A17

A18

A19

A20

A21

A22

A23

A24
A25

1,25-4x24L Swarovski Z4i Scope - New
Scope is new in manufacturer's box with instruction manuals and detachable
illuminating reticule. 30mm Tube.
1,1-4 x 42 Schmidt & Bender Scope
Scope is "as new" in manufacturer's box with supplier's invoice. and has not been
mounted to rifle yet. Model Zenith LM A2 with 30mm tube. Includes instruction
manuals etc. The ideal scope for use on dangerous big-five animals.
Assorted Leatherware
Repro Boer war Martini cloth & leather bandoleer, British .303 Leather 5-pocket
bandoleer marked to "Mason & Sons Birmingham 1914", Sam Browne rigs with
military holster, missing 1 x belt x 2.
SADF "Staal Dak" & "SS" Type Helmets
Standard issue SADF staaldak. "SS" helmet would appear to be an SAP riot squad
helmet that has been repainted in German field grey colour and had "SS" decals
applied to the sides. Good condition.
WW2 German "Luftschutz" Firefighters Helmet
Gladiator styled helmet which was used air raid wardens and rescue teams. Winged
swastika decal is well-preserved and helmet retains about 85% of the original smooth
semi-gloss finish dark blue paint. Three pad liner shows only minor wear. Good plus
overall condition,
Victorian Home Service "East Lancashire" Helmet
Used from 1878 until 1914 when full dress was withdrawn and never re-issued. Chin
chain present. Typical Prussian inspired spike and cruciform base to top of helmet
which was made of cork and covered with dark blue/black cloth. Regimental
device/badge to centre of helmet of "East Lancashire" regiment. Very good original
condition.
Victorian Home Service "Devonshire" Helmet
Used from 1878 until 1914 when full dress was withdrawn and never re-issued. Chin
chain present. Typical Prussian inspired spike and cruciform base to top of helmet
which was made of cork and covered with dark blue/black cloth. Regimental
device/badge to centre of helmet of "Devonshire" regiment. Very good original
condition.
Victorian Home Service Royal Horse Artillery Helme
Rather than the traditional spike on top of the helmet, it is rather fitted with a "ball in
leaf cup" on top when worn by artillery, engineers and certain other corps.

R 7500.00

R 15000.00

R 1500.00

R 950.00

R 6500.00

R 3950.00

R 3950.00

R 3750.00

"Merseyside" Police Helmet
With chrome Queen's crown helmet plate. Upper chromed ventilation/decorative
piece missing from helmet, otherwise good original condition.
Hitler & Stalin And Inside The 3rd Reich
1. "Hitler & Stalin" By Alan Bullock - Two of the world's biggest mass murderers.
Great bedtime reading! Soft cover 1196 pages. 2. "Inside The Third Reich" By
Albert Speer - Well he didn't have much else to do in the Spandau prison for so many
years! Hardcover, 596 pages of details from one of Hitler's key men.

R 750.00

SA Collector PAAA Book
The history of the development and manufacture of firearms in Southern Africa 1949 2000, a reference guide by the PAAA edited by Chas Lotter. Hard cover, illustrated,
540 pages. New
"Artillery Of The Anglo-Boer War"
By Lionel Crook, edited by Ron Bester. Hard cover, illustrated, 336 pages. New.
Midland Cartridge Case
For storing/carrying 12ga. cartridges. Leather trimmed hard canvas case with
"Midland Gun Co." leather label to inside of lid. Good original condition

R 1350.00

R 950.00

R 850.00
R 2500.00

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
Lot

Lot Description

Estimate

No Items
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CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
Lot
C1

Lot Description
Portuguese M1885 Kropatschek Bayonet
Long Yataghan type blade. They were originally designed the Steyr Gueddes rifle that
the Boers used. Manufactured by Steyr. Steel scabbard, good overall condition.

Estimate
R 1650.00

C2

French M1886 Lebel Bayonets x 2
Cruciform section 20.5" blades with silver alloy handles. Forward swept quillon. One
of the bayonets is missing a scabbard. Both in good original condition.
Native Knives x 2
Large and small double-edged, crudely forged blades of 23" & 4,5" in their wooden
sheaths.
Nazi SA Dagger
Standard SA dagger adopted in 1934 by all ranks. Blade etched "Alles fu
Deutschland". Blade is marked to "RZM" within a circle and has the code "M7/85"
below it. Blade and handle in very good condition, scabbard shows some loss of
brown enamel finish.
French Mod-1866 Chassepot Bayonet
Bras hilt with leaf spring catch, crossguard with muzzle ring and strongly forward
curved quillon. Top of Yataghan type 22,5" blade marked to "St. Ettienne Arsenal
1868". Steel scabbard. All good original condition.
Nazi Diplomatic Corps Dagger - Repro
Flat white plastic grips, left facing eagles head to handle. Blade marked to
"F.W.H.O.Leer Berlin". Suspect this is a good repro rather than original as a
originals had mother-of-pearl handles to them.
Nazi K98 Bayonet + Frog
Black finished pommel & scabbard. WA acceptance stamps to pommel. leather frog.
Matching numbers to both blade and scabbard. Good overall.
Nazi Era K98 Bayonet
Ribbed composition grips with WA acceptance stamps to pommel. Blued blade
marked to "Rich. A. Herder". Blade in excellent condition, steel scabbard show loss
of finish.
German Forestry Service Cutlass - Repro
Staghorn grips which signifies issue to lower officials and assistant foresters. Green
leather scabbard and frog. Blade of 10" marked to "M7/2 1937". Overall good
condition.
WWII U.S. Made Machete
Marked with "strong arm" trademark and "Legitimus Collins & Co. made in USA
No.1250 1940". Leather scabbard, composition material handles. Good original
overall.
Wehrmacht Dress/Parade Bayonet
Chrome plated handle & 7,75" blade which is marked to "Robert Klaas Solingen".
Black finished scabbard. Good original condition.
S.A. Naval Officer's Sword
Made by "WKC Solingen Germany". Includes black sword protector, sword knot
and portepee. Etched blade, black leather scabbard with gilded fittings and gilded hilt.
All in extremely good condition.
Martini-Henry Cutlass Sword/Bayonet
Leather gips, cutlass guard, blade of 25,5". Blade is well marked with various
inspection marks to back of blade, date of "9/80" to ricasso with "WD" stamp and
acceptance markings to opposite side of ricasso. Good original condition, no
scabbard.
Repro French/Confederate Sword
Same pattern as used by the ZAR "Staats Artillery" of the Anglo Boer war. Three
bar brass hilt, steel scabbard and curved 34" blade. Wire bound leather grip. Good
condition.

R 1500.00

C3
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C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14
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R 250.00

R 5500.00

R 1350.00

R 3500.00

R 1950.00

R 1850.00

R 1950.00

R 450.00

R 1750.00

R 6500.00

R 2950.00

R 1950.00

C15

C16

C17

C18

C19

C20

C21

C22

C23

C24

British Patt 1796 Heavy Cavalry Troopers Sword
Waterloo period. Fullered single-edged blade of 34,5" x 1,5". Steel knucklebow guard
with holes pierced around edge. Reinforced steel plate to inside of guard and sword
knot slit near pommel. Leather bound wood grips. Metal scabbard. No visible makers
name to blade. Good original condition.
British Patt 1912 Cavalry Officers Sword
Blade of 35" x 1' by Henry Wilkinson with elaborate scroll etching and "South Africa
Zuid Afrika" markings to blade as well as Wilkinson and London sword makers guild
proof to ricasso. Nickel-plated scroll engraving to outside of guard, sword knot slit
near pommel. Leather covered wooden service scabbard with Broad arrow and WSC
markings to it. Shagreen covered grip. Sword is in a good original condition but for
some loss of finish to nickel plated guard.
SAP/UDF Issue Assegai
Issued to "Native troops" WW2 for guard and ceremonial purposes. Thumb notch to
bottom of wooden shaft to ensure blades were correctly aligned for parade/drill use.
Spear is missing steel cap to bottom of spear and a later leather rawhide binding has
been fitted to bottom of blade, possibly to replicate a Zulu assegai. Rest all good
condition.
Nazi Air Force Dagger
Second model dagger adopted in 1937. Pommel and crossguard of cast aluminium,
wire wrapped white grips, dull silver finished metal scabbard. Carries the trademark
of "Paul Weyersberg Berlin". Good plus original condition.
Third Reich Army Officer's Dagger
Authorised for wear by both officers and senior non-commissioned officers. Blade of
10,25" in length has no inscription to it, but carries the trademark of "F.W.H.O. LLER
Berlin". Yellow grips. Slight loss of finish to crossguard, rest good plus condition.

R 7500.00

Nazi Dress Bayonet/Dagger
Staghorn grips, nickel plated pommel and crossguard. Single edged spearpoint blade
of 7,75' marked to "A. Wingen Jr. Solingen". Some wear to finish on blade, overall
good condition. Black metal scabbard.
Uzi Bayonet
Single edged knife blade with double edged point, pressed steel grips secured with
two deeply sunk bolt and nuts, synthetic scabbard. Based on the FN-Fal Type B
bayonet. Excellent condtion.
WW1 German Trench Knife - Repro
Ribbed wooden handle, bright polished double edged blade of 145mm with ricasso
stamped "Gottlieb Hammfahr Solingen. Foche". Steel scabbard with integral
leather belt fastener. Extremely good condition.
WW1 German Bayonet/Trench Knife Reproduction
Ribbed wooden handle, bright polished double edged blade of 145mm with ricasso
stamped "Gottlieb Hammfahr Solingen. Foche". Steel scabbard with integral
leather belt fastener. Extremely good condition.
Scottish Broadsword - Repro
Double-edged spear pointed blade. Black finished wooden scabbard with brass
mounts. Traditional highland basket hilt of brass with red leather covering to inner.
Good condition.

R 1950.00

R 4500.00

R 1650.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 750.00

R 550.00

R 550.00

R 2450.00

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
Lot

Lot Description

Estimate

D1

.32rf Rigby Model 1 1/2 Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In well-figured wooden revolver case. S&W model 1 1/2 pistol with British
proofs and 3,25" octagonal barrel marked "W & J Rigby Dublin Patent 422" . Five
shot non-fluted cylinder and a spur trigger with no guard. Frame a square butt with
smooth rosewood grips. Small chip to bottom of LH side wooden grip panel.
Produced ca. 1865-1868. Approx 40% of original bright blue remaining to revolver
which is also in good working order.
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R 12500.00

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6
D7

D8

D9

D10

D11
D17

D18
D19
D20

D21

D22
D23

D24
D25

7.65mm Walther PPK Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box with instruction manual and spare magazine. German built
gun, Ulm Donau. Very good plus condition.
7.65mm Walther PP Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box with instruction manual, test target and spare magazine.
French Manhurin license built variant. Good to good plus original condition.
9mmk Walther PPK Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Inc. 2 x spare magazines. French Manhurin license built
variant. Good to good plus condition.
7.65mm Unique Mod 51 & Mab Mod GZ Pistol x 2
1. Unique slide is marked to "John Marcus & Son Cape Town", has 3' barrel and
shows some wear to finish. GWOC. 2. Mab has 3,1" barrel, a satin nickel finish and
manufacturer's box and cleaning rod to it. Good plus condition.
.38auto Bernadelli Mod 60 Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box with spare magazine. Excellent condition.
.22lr Star Lancer & .22lr Astra Mod 7000 Pistols
Both pistols are in manufacturer's boxes. Astra includes instruction manual. Barrel
length of 2,25". Excellent condition. Star Lancer has spare magazine, two tone finish
and 2,9" barrel. Excellent condition.
9mmp Astra Mod A100 Pistol - Boxed
Pistol is "as new" with spare magazine and instruction manual. Double action
mechanism with 17rd. magazine capacity, hooked trigger guard, hammer drop safety
and steel frame. Mint condition.
.22lr Llama 2" Mod XXV111 Revolver - Boxed
Revolver is "as new" in box with instruction manual. Adjustable sights to 2" barrel,
chequered wooden grips.
.22lr Walther Mod PP Pistol
In Astra box. Includes, correct instruction manual, 2 x spare magazines & Pachmayr
grips. French Manhurin built variant. Some holster wear to sharp edges, otherwise
good original condition.
-D16 No Item
.22lr Rohm RG63 5" Revolver
German look alike of the Colt single action which is actually a D/A revolver.
Conventional barrel mounted ejector. Good overall condition.
.22s Rhom RG10 Rev & 6.35 Reck P38 Pistol
Revolver has 2,5" barrel, pistol has 2,2" barrel. Both very good condition.
.22lr H & R "Forty Niner" 5,5" Revolver
Blued 5,5" barrel, colour case-hardened frame.
.22lr Unique Mod L & 6.35mm Mab Mod A Pistols x2
Unique has 3" barrel and spare magazine, excellent condition. Mab has 2" barrel,
good plus condition.
.22lr Tanfoglio & .22lr Astra Mod 2000 Pistols x 2
Tanfoglio has nickelled finish and 3" barrel, Astra has blued finish and 2" barrel. Both
good condition.
6.35 mm Astra Pistol
Pistol has 2" barrel and is in fair to good condition.
6.35 Melior 20/27 & 6.35 Astra Firecat 200 Pistols
Astra Firecat Mod 200 is in manufacturer's box with 2,2" barrel, mint condition. Melior
is in good condition, 2,3" barrel.
6.35mm Star C.O. & 6.35mm Astra Cub Pistols x 2
Star has 2,25" barrel, Astra has 2,2" barrel Both good plus condition.
6.35mm Astra 200 "Vest pocket" Pistol- boxed
In manufacturer's box with instruction manual. Plain wooden grips, nickelled finish.
Good condition.
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R 3250.00

R 2750.00

R 3500.00

R 1500.00

R 1650.00
R 1650.00

R 4500.00

R 750.00

R 2950.00

R 1250.00

R 650.00
R 1450.00
R 1200.00

R 850.00

R 250.00
R 500.00

R 650.00
R 350.00

D26

.380 Pryse & Co 5" Revolver - Pre 1898
Topstrap marked to "G.J. Smithson 10 Scot Lane Doncaster". Octagonal barrel of
5", chequered wooden grips, typical Pryse type double lever release for opening
mechanism. Lanyard ring to butt. Silver grey finish overall, good original condition.

R 4500.00

D27

7mm Pin Fire Belgian Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagon to round 3,5" barrel. D/A trigger mechanism. Chequered wooden grips.
Silver grey finish overall, good working order.
.442 Webley RIC No.1 Revolver - Pre 1898
Double action revolver with 4,5" barrel, blued finish and chequered wooden grips with
lanyard ring to butt. "W&S" winged bullet trade mark and "Webleys No.1 .442cf
R.I.C." to frame. Bright blue finish to barrel, faded blue to frame. Good original
overall.
.450 British Bulldog Type 2.25" Revolver - Pre 1898
Compact D/A revolver with nickel finish, small chequered wooden grips and 2,25"
barrel. No maker's name, British proofs to barrel. Some scattered loss of finish, good
working order.
.450 Webley 4,5" D/A Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips, 4,5" barrel with Webley winged bullet trade mark and
"Webley Patents" to frame. Swivelling ejector rod mounted under the barrel. Silver
grey overall with no original finish to metalwork. Topstrap marked to "Lang & Sons,
Cockspur St. London". GWOC.
.455 Webley Mk1 6" Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips, 6" barrel. Backstrap marked to "Capt. C.K. Martin 10th
Devons". British military acceptance/inspection stamps to frame. Good original
condition.
.38s&w Webley Mk III 3" Revolver
Small frame pocket revolver with 3" barrel and chequered hard rubber grips. Top
strap marked "P. Webley & Son". Good crisp grips, "Jan Smuts" number added to
barrel. Introduced 1897. Good bore, some scattered loss of finish to revolver.

R 1850.00

D28

D29

D30

D31

D32

D33

D34

D35

D36

D37
D38

D39

R 7500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 12500.00

R 2950.00

.455 Webley Mk III 4" Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Commercial model with low 3-digit serial number, the revolver is more than likely one
of the 6000 purchased by the ZAR. The commercial Mk3's purchased by the ZAR
were delivered prior to the British Govt. taking the Mk3 into service. Barrel marked to
"P. Webley & Son London & Birmingham". Some fading to finish, good working
order.
.455 Webley Mk III 4" Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Commercially purchased revolver. Second "Jan Smuts" number added to barrel.
Fair condition, considerable loss of finish to revolver. Good working order.
.455 Webley Mk1V 4" Service Revolver + Holster
Revolver is marked "C.A/S.A.C 06" to barrel and frame indicating issue to S.A.
Constabulary 1906. Later S.A.P. ownership stamp to backstrap. Good arsenal
refinish to revolver. Includes issue 6" flap holster.
.455 Webley Mk IV 4" Service Revolver
Commercial variant with "N.P. 10.06" markings to frame. One would assume this
stands for "Natal Police 1906" a similar time as to when a large number of Mk4's
were ordered for the S.A. Constabulary. Good to good plus condition.
No Item
.455 Webley Mk VI 4" Service Revolver
Well marked with military acceptance & disposal marks as well as "GD PS" stamps
to frame indicating final Prison services issue. Good to good plus condition.

R 9500.00

.455 Webley Mk V Service Revolver
The Mk5 had the shortest production run of the Webley Govt. service revolvers, from
1913 to 1915, with the smallest number produced. Revolver has British military
acceptance/inspection stamps as well as UDF markings to it. Uniot marks crossed
out on backstrap and SAP marks stamped. Good original condition.

R 3500.00
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R 5500.00

R 7500.00

R 7500.00

R 2250.00

D40

D41
D42

D43

D44

D45
D46

D47

D48
D49

D50
D51
D53

D54
D55
D56

D57

D58

D59

.455 Webley MK VI 6" Service Revolver
Includes issue leather flap holster. Well marked includes military acceptance &
disposal Marks. Dated 1917. Good plus condition.
.455 Webley Mk VI 6" Service Revolver
Replacement grips, screw missing. Dated 1915.
.455 Webley Mk V1 6" Service Revolver
Excellent condition. Well marked includes military acceptance & disposal Marks.
Dated 1917.
.32acp Webley Mod 1908 Pistol
Produced from 1908 to 1940 was an extremely popular pocket pistol and was carried
by many dignitaries including Sir Winston Churchill. Vulcanite stockplates with fine
chequering to them. Some slight fading to finish, overall good original condition.
9mm Webley Mod 1922 Pistol
One of the 1000 pistols ordered SA for the UDF. UDF ownership markings to slide.
High % original gloss blue finish evident. Good to good plus original condition.
.38 Webley Mk4 5" Service Revolver
S.A.P. marked. Lanyard ring to grip. Good to good plus original condition.
.38 Webley & Scott Mk4 3" Revolver
S.A.P marked, the 3" variants were issued to detectives. Matt arsenal refinish. Good
condition.
.38 Enfield No.2 Mk1** Service Revolver
Enfield manufacture with FTR 52 markings. D/A only variant with ribbed hard rubber
grips. Good condition.
.38s&w Webley & Scott MK IV 5" Service Revolver
SAP marked. Very good condition.
.38spl Llama Martial 2" Revolver
Compact "Colt det. special" type revolver with six shot cylinder, chequered wooden
grips and 2" barrel. Very good condition.
.357mag Astra Inox Stainless 4" Revolver
Adjustable sights to 4" barrel, rubber Pachmayr grips. Excellent condition.
-D52 No Item
7.65mm Astra Mod 4000 Pistol
Recoil spring encircles the barrel rather than being in the conventional under barrel
position. Eight round magazine and 99mm barrel length. Good to very good
condition.
7.65mm Llama Mod "Especial" Pistol
Colt Govt. model based pistol with rib to slide. Very good condition.
7.65mm Reck Mod PK Pistol
West German made copy of the Walther PPK. Good condition.
7.65mm Astra Mod 3000 Pistol
Recoil spring encircles the barrel rather than being in the conventional under barrel
position. Eight round magazine and 99mm barrel length. Fair loss of finish to pistol.
Good working condition.
9mmk Erma KPG 68 Luger Type Pistol
Smaller version the Luger toggle action with 3,1" barrel. Safety arm has sheared off,
rest GWOC.
.380auto Bernadelli Mod 60 Pistol x 2
One has a spare magazine. Barrel lengths of 3,3". One has a spare magazine. Both
good condition.
.45boxer Colt Double Action 1878 5,5" Frontier Revolver
Revolver has a 5,5" barrel, British military sold out of service addorsed arrows to
frame and "C.S.D" marks to frame. Frame is also marked "45cal B". Manufactured
1878. Chequered wooden grips. Revolver has been refinished and shows some pit
marks under finish on LH side of frame.
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R 3950.00

R 1950.00
R 3500.00

R 1500.00

R 12500.00

R 1250.00
R 1250.00

R 1350.00

R 1250.00
R 1500.00

R 3500.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00
R 1250.00
R 1250.00

R 1500.00

R 2000.00

R 22500.00

D60

D61

D62

D63

D64

D65

D66

D67

D68
D69

D70

D71

D72

D73

D74

D75

.44-40 Colt 7,5" Single Action Revolver - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1884. Smooth walnut grips. Good refinished condition, however the
gunsmith who did the reblue has buffed out the Colt name address found on the
barrel. Patent dates still evident to frame.
.455 Colt "New Service" 5,5" Revolver
Factory serial number 116601, produced 1898. Barrel is marked "New Service 455
Eley". British military proofs to frame and barrel. Smooth wood grips. Finish on
revolver has faded to a greyish colour. Good working order.
.32 Colt "New Pocket" 2,5" Pistol
Barrel length of 2,5", chequered hard rubber grips. Manufactured 1899. Frame
marked "Colt's New Pocket". Good bore. Good original condition.
.45acp Colt 1911A1 Service Pistol
Colt manufactured slide. "HB2." markings to frame. Serial number 851999 indicates
1942 manufacture. Pistol is marked "United States Property M 1911 A1 US Army".
Pistol has Birmingham commercial proof marks to it and has "HB2" in ovoid circle to
frame. Pistol has a dull military type finish to it. All in good condition.

R 22500.00

.357mag. Colt 4" "357" Mod D/A Revolver
Serial no. 135XX indicates 1958 manufacture. Adjustable sights to 4" barrel.
Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Some holster wear to muzzle,
otherwise good plus overall condition.
.357mag Colt "Single Action Army" 5,5" Revolver
Second generation model, produced 1971 with 5,5" barrel, original hard rubber
chequered grips and also a set of imitation ivory grips with Colt logo to them. Good to
good plus condition.
.45acp Colt "Govt. Model Mk4 Series 70" Pistol
Pistol has had front strap chequered, Colt imitation ivory grips fitted, trigger
adjustable for travel, extended recoil spring guide, ambidextrous safety, extended
beavertail and combat sights fitted. Pistol would appear to have seen very little use
and still has approx 95% finish to it. Very good condition. Manufactured 1981.

R 4750.00

.45acp Colt "Gold Cup National Match" Pistol
Series 80 Pistol. Original number FN18796 indicates 1896 manufacture. WR number
added to correct National Match barrel. Good plus to excellent original condition
including original ambidextrous safety found on this model.
No Item
.38s&w Smith & Wesson 2nd Mod 6" 1st Change Revolver
Nickel plated, 6" barrel, chequered walnut grips. Serial number 498426. Excellent
bore, some wear to the nickel plating.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson M&P 5" Revolver
Early WW2 commercial variant with chequered walnut grips. Purchased by UDF.
Barrel length 5". UDF markings to backstrap. GWOC.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson "Victory" 5" Revolver
Parkerised finish, top strap marked "United States Property". Smooth walnut grips.
Barrel length of 5". Very good bore. Good original condition.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson M&P 5" Revolver
Matt finish with smooth walnut grips. UDF ownership stamps to backstrap. Barrel
length of 5". GWOC.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson "Victory" 5" Revolver
Blued finish which now shows considerable wear. Smooth walnut grips. Barrel length
of 5". "FTR 52" stamped. Includes leather holster. Very good bore. Good working
order.
.38s&w Smith & Wesson M&P 5" Revolver
Commercial gloss finish, chequered walnut grips. UDF markings to backstrap. Early
WW2 purchase by UDF. Good condition.
.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 15-4 4" Revolver
Adjustable sight,4" barrel, Hogue monogrip. High gloss commercial finish. Excellent
condition.
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R 5500.00

R 2750.00

R 16000.00

R 9500.00

R 17500.00

R 15500.00

R 3000.00

R 1500.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 1500.00

R 2950.00

D76-D77 No Item
D78
7.65mm Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Grip safety and 3 3/8" (86mm) barrel. Loss of finish and some pitting to slide. Serial
number 5691XX.
D79
.22lr FN-Browning International Medallist Pistol
Square profile heavy 6" barrel micro-adjustable rear sight. Gold plated trigger. Thumbrest orthopaedic style grip with adjustable palm rest. Adjustable sliding weight to
bottom of barrel. Excellent overall condition. Includes leather pistol caddy.
D80

D81

D82

D83

D84

D85

D86

D87

D88
D89

D90

D91
D92

R 500.00

R 3750.00

.22lr Browning Challenger Pistol
One of the more popular target pistols, the Challenger has a sighting radius of
220mm and a barrel of 151mm. Chequered walnut grips and gold trigger. Includes
spare magazine. Very good condition.
6.35mm FN "Baby" Browning Pistols x2
Serial numbers 75554 & 205PM 13366. Six round magazine capacities, 52mm barrel.
Manufactured 1925 to 1984. First example in very good condition and appears to be
a much later example, without the "Baby" designation to the grips. Second example
shows some holster wear to finish on slide.
9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Commercial model with chequered wooden grips. Good condition with some holster
wear to muzzle area. Good bore.
7.65mm Browning 1910 Pistol
A good carry or hide-away gun with a 3 3/8" (86mm) barrel. Loss of finish to pistol.
GWOC. Serial number 92xx.
.38s&w Llama Paramount 1000 Revolver
Imported by Reg Akeman of Paramount Arms, the company was based on Park
station Johannesburg in the 1960/70's.
.38/9mmp/.357mag Lynx 4" Revolver
S.A. made Mk1 variant with an interchangeable barrel scheme. A ventilated top rib
and a solid under rib, 4" (10cm) barrel, bore is good. 6 shot cylinder, anti-clockwise
rotation. Plain hand grips. Good plus condition.
9mmp Varan PMX90 Pistol
Designed by Stewart Beecham and Tony Blackshaw, produced in SA in Wynberg
Sandton by Clarbex, the PMX 90 was based on the FN HP system and was a very
advanced pistol at the time. Approx 2000 pistols are believed to have been made. A
single action pistol with a 16 rd magazine capacity. Satin nickel finished slide, black
frame. Good condition.
9mmk Smith & Beecham 380 Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Includes spare extension magazine. SA designed by Stewart
Beecham and Roy Smith, the S&B was marketed as a compact defence pistol with a
7rd. polymer magazine and frame.
No Item
6.35mm Paf Junior+ DWM Ortgies Pistols x 2
The PAF was a South African designed pistol based on the FN Mod 1906 and Colt
1908 operating mechanisms. Produced form 1954, fewer than 500 are believed to
exist today.
.22k Beretta 950B Pistol
A true "pocket" pistol with a unique flip-up barrel action making the loading easy for
women in particular. Barrel length of 61mm, 6rd. magazine. Very good condition.

R 3250.00

.22lr Beretta Mod 71 Pistol
Excellent condition, 3.75" barrel length, good bore, good finish. VGC
9mmk Beretta Mod 84 Pistol
Compact carry gun with 13rd. magazine capacity, D/A trigger mechanism and
ambidextrous safety. Some loss of finish to sharp edges, overall good original
condition.

R 1950.00
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R 1500.00

R 4750.00

R 650.00

R 1250.00

R 3500.00

R 4500.00

R 2750.00

R 1500.00

R 2250.00

R 2450.00

D93

D94

D95

D96

9mmp Beretta 92 Pistol
First variant of the 92 with heel magazine release. Smooth wooden grips with
thumbrest fitted. Some holster wear to high spots, good to very good condition.
9mmp Beretta Mod 92 Pistol
First variant of the 92 with heel magazine release. Vektor grips fitted. Some holster
wear to high spots, good to very good condition.
10.35mm Glisenti Mod 1874 Service Revolver - Pre 1868
Rhs of frame stamped "Glisenti Brescia", octagonal 6.25" (159mm) barrel.
chequered wooden grips; in cut down British military holster. Good refinished
condition.
10.35mm Italian Mod 1916 Service Revolver
No makers name, possibly Spanish manufacture. Very similar to the Spanish made
.455 No.1 Mk1 O.P. revolver used by the British in WW1 but in 10,35mm calibre.

D97

9mmk Beretta 1934 Service Pistol
The 3 3/8" (85mm) barrel has a good bore. 6 shot magazine. Includes service
holster. Dated 1937. Very good condition.
D98-D101 No Items
D102
7.63mm Broomhandle Mauser Pistol - Pre 1898
Manufactured 1897. Conehammer model with unusual 4,75" barrel. Rear sight
graduated to 500m. "Jan Smuts" FCA 1937 number added to frame. Finish faded to
brownish/grey overall.
D103
7.65mm DWM Luger Pistol
Commercial model with nickelled finish and chequered wooden grips. Matching
numbers to barrel, frame and toggle. Magazine is a Waffenamt marked military
model. Silver shield set into the right hand grip. German commercial proof marks to
barrel & frame. DWM marked toggle. Overall in very good condition. Finish could be
a more recent addition, it looks too good to be original finish.
D104
9mmp Luger P-08 DWM 1914 Service Pistol
Marked to DWM 1914. Matching numbers. All correct but for later plastic base
magazine. Straw finished trigger, safety and take-down lever. Mint condition.
D105
9mmp DWM Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Markings crudely removed from pistol. Little original finish remaining. Fair to poor
condition.
D106
9mmp S/42 Luger Pistol With 7,75" Barrel
Marked S/42 1936 with matching numbers including alloy based magazine. Brown
plastic grips. Long barrel is no doubt a later addition. G+C.
D107
No Item
D108
6.35mm Mauser Mod 1910 Pistol
Long extractor, chequered hard rubber grips. Serial number 359XX. Good plus
condition.
D109
6.35mm Mauser Mod. 1910 Pistol
Small gun, but not a 'Baby .25' - much more hand-filling. A 3" (76mm) barrel with a
good bore. Finish very good overall, 8 round magazine.
D110
9mmk Walther PP Pistol
Manufactured Ulm/Donau. Very good plus condition.
D111
No Item
D112
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol
Postwar alloy framed variant .Good to good plus condition.
D113
9mmp Star BKS Pistol
Alloy framed pistol with eight round magazine and 4,2" barrel. Slide has satin nickel
finish, anodised finish removed from alloy frame. GWOC.
D114
9mmp Llama Pistol
Hi Capacity double action steel framed pistol with spare magazine. Hammer drop
safety and hooked trigger guard. Excellent condition.
D115
9mmp Star BM Pistol
Steel framed variant of the BKM. Eight round magazine. Excellent condition
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R 4750.00

R 6500.00

R 2750.00

R 1750.00

R 3750.00

R 14500.00

R 9500.00

R 9500.00

R 4000.00

R 5500.00

R 3250.00

R 3250.00

R 3250.00

R 3250.00
R 1850.00

R 2950.00

R 2950.00

D116

D117
D118

D119

D120
D121

D122

D123

D124

D125

D126
D127
D128

D129

D130

.38super Llama Max 11 Large Frame Pistol
hi-capacity magazine, ring hammer, adjustable combat rear sight. Pistol has had a
weaver type base added to the frame for mounting a torch or laser sight. Holes have
been drilled into the sides of the frame for a similar purpose.
.45acp Star PD Pistol
Includes 2 x spare magazines. Mint condition.
.22lr Ruger Single Six 6,5" Revolver
a scope mounting base has been professionally fitted to 6,5" barrel which also has it's
adjustable sights. Wooden grips. Good overall condition.
.38pl Ruger Speed Six 27/8" Revolver
Double action revolver with blued finish, 27/8" barrel and chequered wooden grips.
Good plus condition.
.357mag Ruger 4" Service-Six Revolver
Blued finish, chequered wooden grips. Good plus condition.
.22lr Ruger Single Six 6,5" New Model Revolver
Adjustable sights to 6,5" barrel and wooden factory grips. Pre-product warning to
barrel. Good plus condition.
9mmp LDP HMC
The LDP was designed in Rhodesia by Alex Du Plessis and built by Lacoste
Engineering, a Salisbury based company. The firearm was also nicknamed the
"Rhuzi" [Rhodesian Uzi] by members of the public. Production started in 1977 and it
was the first Rhodesian designed & built firearm. Following this, Maxim Parabellum
went on to build the firearm in South Africa where it was known as the Kommando.
The Rhodesian built variant remained in production until 1980.The LDP has a barrel
length of 230mm, fires from an open bolt, folding shoulder butt and has a twenty-five
round Uzi type staggered magazine. Light carrying wear, fair to good condition.

R 3250.00

9mmp Sites Spectre HMC
Compact hi-capacity HMC assembled in both Italy and Switzerland. Ultra high
capacity double stack magazine, clip over folding stock, double hand grips, excellent
original condition.
9mmp R76 HMC
Rhodesian designed and manufactured, frame is made of square tubular steel. Barrel
length of 6". Extended Browning HP magazine. Telescoping steel stock. Firearm was
designed as a weapons system and could be utilised as a pistol, a carbine or a long
barrelled rifle with wooden stock. Good original condition.
9mmp Sanna 77 HMC - Cased
In manufacturer's hard case. Typically broken folding butt-stock. The 11" (280mm)
barrel has a good bore, good overall but for the broken stock.
No Item
9mmp Sanna 77 HMC
The 11" (280mm) barrel has a good bore. Good plus original condition.
9mmp Phoenix Arms Co HMC
Scarce further development of the BXP with sturdy R4/5 type side-folding stock.
Barrel length of 7,5" with flash-hider which can be exchanged for a suppressor. Box
magazine of 35rd. capacity. Some loss of guncote finish, good overall condition.

R 19500.00

9mmp Paramax HMC
A further development of the SA Kommando's design, the Paramax was a more
compact unit with a telescoping wire stock. Twenty five round Uzi magazine, barrel
length of 230mm. Very scarce. Good plus condition.
7.65mm Skorpion Machine Pistol
Developed in 1959 and produced by the Czech Zbrojovka factory from 1961 to 1979.
Pistol includes military issue leather holster and magazine pouch containing two extra
20 round magazines. Originally designed as a selective fire weapon, the pistol has
been professionally converted to semi-auto only. Extremely compact with an integral
folding stock to it, the Skorpion was popular with various armed groups including MK,
the IRA and the Italian Red Brigades. Extremely good condition.

R 4500.00
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R 4000.00
R 3500.00

R 3500.00

R 3250.00
R 4500.00

R 2750.00

R 5500.00

R 2250.00

R 2750.00
R 4500.00

R 7500.00

D131

D132

D133

D134

D135

9mmk "Skorpion" Machine Pistol
Commercial variant of the 7,65mm "Skorpion" machine pistol used by the liberation
forces in Southern Africa. Top folding stock. Extremely small & compact. Semi-auto
only. Very good condition.
9mmp Cobra Mk 1 HMC
The Cobra was designed by Tommy Steele and Bruce White of Bulawayo and first
announced to the press in April 1977. Production commenced with Stellye [Pvt.] Ltd.
and was then taken over by Bulawayo Manufacturing Co. with estimates of 2500 to
3000 arms produced. Carbine has a 254mm barrel, folding stock and utilizes a
25round Uzi type magazine. Good original condition.
37mm Stopper 37 Shotgun
Designed and produced by Milkor and first delivered in 1982. The Stopper was widely
used for crowd control and could fire tear gas, CS, illumination, various smoke
rounds, or rubber baton rounds. Telescoping stock. Very good condition.
9mmp Kommando HMC
Rhodesian designed, South African built HMC with 8" barrel, folding wire butt and 25
round Uzi magazine, telescoping bolt. Good condition.
9mmp FN- Uzi HMC
Belgian made example, ex Rhodesian army. Good to good plus condition.

R 7500.00

R 5500.00

R 2500.00

R 2950.00

R 6500.00

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
Lot

Lot Description

E1

.45lc EMF Co Inc 7,5" Single Action Revolver - Boxed
Italian copy of the Colt single action Army revolver with 7,5" barrel. Blued barrel &
backstrap, colour case hardened frame. Revolver has the same markings to it as the
original Colt except for the fact that the Colt name does not feature. These markings
includes inspector's initials to smooth wooden grips. Excellent condition.

R 5500.00

E2

.36cap&ball Navy Arms Co. 7" Revolver
Remington 1858 style revolver. Octagonal 7" barrel, brass triggerguard and frame,
smooth walnut grips. Some wear to finish on barrel, rest GWOC.
.44cap&ball Uberti 1860 8" Revolver
Round barrel of 8" length, naval scene engraved to cylinder, colour case hardened
frame and hammer. Brass triggerguard. Very good condition.
.44cap&ball Uberti 1858 "New Army" 8" Revolver
Octagonal 8" barrel, brass triggerguard, smooth walnut grips. Very good condition.

R 2000.00

.44cap&ball Dixie Gun Works 1858 7,5" Revolver
Octagonal barrel brass triggerguard and frame. Smooth walnut grips. Octagonal 7,5"
barrel marked to "Dixie Gun Works Inc." Good overall condition.
.357mag Uberti "Nevada" Single Action 6,5" Rev
Blued barrel, colour case-hardened frame, blued cylinder., smooth walnut grips. Very
good plus condition.
.44mag Sauer & Sohn "Western Marshal" 6" Revolver
Single action revolver with smooth walnut grips & 6" barrel. Excellent condition.
.44mag Uberti Single Action Mod 1873 7,5 Revolver
Blued 7,5" barrel, colour case hardened smooth walnut grips. Good to good plus
condition.
.22lr Uberti Single Action 7,5" Revolver
Brass gripstrap, colour case hardened frame, blued barrel. Action faulty, cylinder
rotates freely more than likely a faulty hand/pawl problem.
.44mag Taurus Stainless 8,375" D/A Revolver
Ported, ventilated rib barrel of 8,375" with factory rubber grips and adjustable sights.
Very good plus to excellent condition.
7.62mm Tokarev Norinco M54 XSD Pistol
Commercial variant of the military Tokarev. Excellent condition.
.38auto Davis Industrial P-380 Pistol
Compact carry gun with 3" barrel. Good condition.
No Item

R 2250.00

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7
E8

E9

E10

E11
E12
E13

Estimate
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R 2950.00

R 2850.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00
R 3950.00

R 950.00

R 5500.00

R 1950.00
R 1350.00

E14

E15

E16
E17
E18
E19

E20

.45ACP Norinco 1911A1 Compact Pistol
Commander sized variant of the Colt 1911A1. Seven round magazine, 4,1" barrel,
rubber factory grips. Good to good plus condition.
.410 Serena "Snake" Pistol
With detachable skeleton stock which allows the Serena to be used as a pistol or
carbine length shotgun. Black "crackle" finish with some scattered loss of finish.
GWOC.
9mmp CZ Mod 75B Pistol
Fitted with "Xtreme Gear" ribbed alloy grips and combat sight. Excellent condition.

R 5500.00

9mmp CZ75 Pistol-Boxed - "As new"
Pistol is in manufacturer's box and has seen very little, if any, use.
No Item
9mmp Glock 19 Gen 4 Pistol - Boxed - "As new"
Pistol includes factory box, spare magazine & grip inserts and instruction manual. A
set of Trijicon hi-viz combat sights are fitted to the pistol and the original sights are
included with the package. Pistol is in mint condition.
9mmp Glock 19 Pistol Barrel - New
Barrel is longer than standard and is threaded for a suppressor. New Glock barrel,
unfired.

R 7500.00

R 1250.00

R 7500.00

R 7950.00

R 4250.00

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
Lot

Lot Description

F1

.577 Snider Mk1 Carbine
Lock marked "Crown V.R Tower 1873". Brass barrel band & triggerguard. Barrel
length of 21,75". Good bore. Very good refinished condition.
.577/450 Martini-Henry Sporting Rifle
Barrel of 28" marked "English manufacture". Replacement, larger skip-line
chequered fore-end with schnabel to it and similar chequering to grip. Ventilated
recoil pad to grip. Ideal for some-one who would a more practical and modern update
of the old martini sporter. Very good bore, very god refinished condition.
.577/450 Martini Henry Rifle By L.S.A. Co.
Service rifle configuration with "circumcised" fore-end. Action marked "L.S.A. Co.".
Small round markings to butt, good original overall but for shortened fore-end. Good
bore.
.577/450 Martini Henry Rifle By Westley Richards
Standard service rifle configuration including bayonet bar to fore-end and clearing
rod. L.H. side of action marked "Westley Richards & Co. London" with Westley
Richards trade mark triangle to knox form. Barrel marked "Made Expressly for W.
Rawbone Cape Town". Matching numbers to barrel and action. Very good original
condition. Good bore.
.577/450 Martini-Henry Service Rifle "Zulu War"
Side of action marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1874 11 3". "S.X" to top of receiver for
strengthened extractor. Standard service rifle configuration with correct chequered
butt plate. Stock has been professionally refinished, metalwork in good original
condition. Fair to good bore.
7x57mm Mauser Gew 88 Sporting Rifle
A sporter using the Gew88 action, this with set triggers. Octagonal barrel of 59cm (23
1/8") length with a good bore. Schnabel tipped stock with small cheekpiece, typical 88
style side panels. 22LPI chequering to semi pistol grip. Good condition. Fair bore.

R 5000.00

.303 Martini Enfield Mk VI Rifle
Right hand side of action marked "B.S.A & M. Co.1890". Manufactured in the same
configuration as earlier .577/450 Martini-Henry rifles with a 29" barrel. Poor to fair
bore.

R 3500.00

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

Estimate
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R 4500.00

R 2500.00

R 4500.00

R 6500.00

R 7500.00

F8

F9

F10

F11

F12

F13

F14

F15

F16

F17

F18

F19

F20

F21

.303 Martini-Enfield Sporter By Field
Hump-back action with safety catch. Action marked "Field London & Martini .303
Patent". Ribbed barrel of 29" marked "Field London" with leaf & ladder rear sight.
Well figured stock with horn fore-end tip, chequering to wrist & fore-end and steel
buttplate. Chip to butt socket and loose rib which would need to be re-laid. Rifle has
been reblued.
.303 Martini- Enfield A.C.111 Carbine
L.H side of receiver marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1900 M.E. 303 A.C.III", right-hand
side marked "Enfield 1874". Full-length top cover to barrel of 21". Addorsed arrow
disposal markings to barrel and receiver. Good original condition overall. Fair bore.

R 1500.00

.297/230 BSA Martini Rifle
Full-stock variant on the miniature martini center-fire action. Three leaf rear sight to
25,5" barrel. Provision for mounting target peep sight to rear of action. Good original
condition. Fair bore.
.303 "Long Lee" L.E.1* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown V.R. BSA Co. 1898 L.E.1". Post Boer War sight
upgrade. Fair bore.
.303 U.D.F. S.M.L.E. Type Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown E.R. BSA Co. 1902 L.E.1*". UDF WW2 conversion of
the "Long Lee" to S.M.L.E configuration. Very good refinished condition. Fair bore.

R 2750.00

.303 S.M.L.E No1. Mk3 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1913 Sht. L.E. 111". Good plus original
condition with a very good bore. Pre-WW1 examples are scarce.
.303 S.M.L.E No1 MK3 Service Rifle x 2
1. Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. BSA Co. 1915 Sht. L.E. 111*". UDF stamp to
receiver ring. Good condition. 2. Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1918 Sht.
L.E.111*". UDF stamp to receiver ring, SAP roundel to butt. Good original condition.
Both bores good.
.303 S.M.L.E.No1 Mk3 Target Service Rifle
Fitted with Parker Hale Mk V11 peep sight with adjustable diopter. Butt socket
marked "Crown G.R Ishapore 1927 Sht. L.E 111". Rear sight blade removed. Good
condition, good bore.
.303 No1 Mk3 Service Rifle x 2
1. No.1 Mk3* marked "Lithgow 1921". Good condition. 2. No.1 Mk3 by BSA Co. with
UDF marks to receiver ring, "P.S.G.D.", roundel to butt signifying issue to Prisons
services. Good plus original condition. Fair bores.
.303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. 1918 Sht. L.E. 111*" with UDF markings to
receiver. Rifle has been rebarrelled with a BSA barrel. Good original condition, good
bore.
.303 Lee-Enfield No 1 Mk 3 Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1917 Sht.L.E. 111*". UDF markings to
receiver ring. Left hand rear of fore-end has had a target peep sight fitted to it and
has had some wood removed for the sight. Good original overall, good bore.
.303 No 1 Mk 3 S.M.L.E Target Rifle
Includes webbing canvas sling. Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. 1917 B.S.A. Co.
Sht. L.E. 111*". Fitted with A.G.P. target peep sight with adjustable diopter. Good
original condition, fair bore.
.22lr SMLE No.2 Mk1V Training Rifle
Built for training purposes, the No.2 Mk1V was designed to replicate the .303 SMLE
in all respects but for the magazine which was an empty shell. Good Overall
condition, good bore condition.
.303 P-14 Enfield Target/Service Rifle
Manufactured by Eddystone arsenal. Fitted with Patt.14 target peep sight with
adjustable diopter. Good overall, good bore.

R 4950.00
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R 2750.00

R 4750.00

R 3750.00

R 7500.00

R 4000.00

R 7500.00

R 4000.00

R 3500.00

R 4500.00

R 6500.00

R 4500.00

F22

F23

F24

F25

F26
F27

F28

F29

F30

F31

F32

F33

F34

.303 P-14 Enfield Service Rifle
Remington manufacture. Includes US type leather target sling. Good overall, good
bore.
.303 No 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle x 2
Both manufactured R.O.F Fazakerley; A. 3/50 Good condition. B 2/49 Good plus
condition. Both bores good to good plus.
.303 No4 Mk2 Service Rifles x 2
Both manufactured R.O.F. Fazakerley. A. 8/48 Good plus condition. B. 8/49. Good
condition. Both bores good.
.303 No. 4 Mk 1* Service Target Rifle
Lend lease rifle built by Savage 1942. Receiver marked "U.S. Property". Good
overall, good bore.
.303 No 4 Mk 2 Service Target Rifle
Manufactured Fazakerley 6/49. Mint condition, excellent bore.
11x60mm Mauser M71 Rifle - Pre 98
Knox form shows "Danzig" under a crown and rear of breech "1881". The 75cm
(29.5") barrel has a very good bore. Single shot bolt action. Loss of finish to the
metalwork. Ram rod still present. The stock somewhat dinged and scratched. In
excellent working condition, good bore.
7.92mm Mauser 88 Carbine - Pre 98
In standard full-stock military carbine configuration. Receiver ring marked "Erfurt
1984", and side of receiver marked "Kar 98 nm". Tubular surround to 18" barrel.
Matching numbers to metalwork. Stock has been refinished, rest of rifle in good
original condition. Fair bore.
7.65mm Argentine Mauser Mod 1891 Rifle - Pre 98
Manufactured by Ludw. Loewe Berlin. Receiver marked "Mauser Modelo Argentino
1891 Manufactura Loewe Berlin". Stock with straight grip stock with half-length
upper hand guard. Chambered for the 7,65x53mm cartridge. Includes cleaning rod.
Good original condition, fair bore.
7x57mmChilean-OVS Mauser Rifle - Pre 1898
One of the DWM rifles ordered by OVS which the Germans were subsequently
unable to deliver owing to the British blockade of Lourenco Marques port and then
subsequently to the Chilean authorities. Standard Boer configuration with square bolt
face. Rifle has both OVS serial number and Chilean crest to the receiver ring.
Straight bolt, matching numbers, crisp markings. Good plus original condition, fair
bore.
7x57mm OVS-Chilean Mauser - Pre 98
One of the DWM rifles ordered by OVS which the Germans were subsequently
unable to deliver owing to the British blockade of Lourenco Marques port and then
subsequently to the Chilean authorities. Standard Boer configuration with square bolt
face. Rifle has both OVS serial number and Chilean crest to the receiver ring. Turned
down bolt handle. Good original condition.
7x57mm Mauser Chilean M1895 Rifle - Pre 98
Manufactured by DWM Berlin. Includes issue leather sling and cleaning rod.
Receiver ring carries the Chilean Crest and in addition to the DWM Berlin markings,
is also marked "Mauser Chileno Modelo 1898". Matching numbers to all parts
except the cleaning rod. Rifle is virtually identical to the Boer Mauser rifle but for the
rear sight slide and rounded bolt face. Very good plus original condition, good bore.

R 4000.00

7.92mm Mauser KS98 Rifle
Bent bolt handle and 200m rear sight which was unique to the German colonial
troops in German Southwest and East Africa. Receiver marked to "Spandau 1900 &
Gew 98". "KS" marked butt roundel. Poor bore.
7.92mm Erfurt 98 Carbine - Barrelled Action
One of the German Southwest carbines. Receiver ring marked "Crown Erfurt 1904"
and sidewall of receiver marked "Kar 98". Short carbine sights graduated from 300
to 1800m. Matching numbers to barrel, bolt and receiver. Relatively good bore.
Woodwork and front band missing. Overall, relatively good original condition.

R 14500.00
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R 9000.00

R 9000.00

R 4000.00

R 5500.00
R 5000.00

R 5000.00

R 4000.00

R 7500.00

R 7500.00

R 7500.00

R 16500.00

F35

F36

F37

F38

F39

F40

F41

F42

F43
F44

F45

F46

7.92mm Kar98AZ Carbine
WW1 German carbine marked to "Erfurt 1918 & Kar 98". This carbine was
regarded as being "socially unacceptable" after the war and in terms of the treaty the
Germans were only allowed to retain 20 000 of the carbines. Barrel length of 23,5",
sight protector ears to foresight, rear sights graduated to 2000m, piling swivel to foreend. Good original condition, fair bore.
6.5mm Portuguese Mauser Mod 1904 Rifle
Breech with the crowned "CI" conjoined initials indicating King Carlos the 1st.
29"(73.7cm) round barrel with regulation sights, has a reasonably good bore. The
wood has been refinished and a repaired crack through the toe of the butt. Fair bore.
Excellent working condition.
6.5x58 Portuguese Mauser M1904 Rifle
Breech with the crowned "CI" conjoined initials indicating King Carlos the 1st.
29"(73.7cm) round barrel with regulation sights, has a reasonably good bore. The
wood has been refinished and a crack through the toe of the butt repaired. Fair bore.
Excellent working condition.
7.92mm Turkish Mauser M98 Rifle
Receiver ring marked "T.C. A.S. F.A. Ankara K. Kale 1943". Tangent sights to barrel
of 29,5". Sights and bayonet attachment differ from the German Gew 98. Fair bore.

R 6500.00

7.92mm Turkish Mauser M98 Rifle
Receiver ring marked "T.C. A.S. F.A. Ankara K. Kale 1943". Tangent sights to
barrel of 29,5". Sights and bayonet attachment differ from the German Gew 98. Fair
bore.
7.9mm Mauser Gew98 Commemorative Rifle
A new limited edition gun, built in 1998 to commemorate 100 years of the Mauser
1898.The 74cm (29") barrel with an excellent bore, blade front sight and old style
tangent rear sight The action is bright polished though the bolt release catch is blued,
and shows over the breech "Mauser-Werke, Oberndorf A/N". on the left of the
action is "Gew 98". The stock of plain straight-grained walnut with a single
reinforcing recoil cross bolt under the breech, polished steel butt plate. The ramrod
and bayonet fitting are also bright polished. Date of manufacture 1898. Gun in 'as
New' condition and could well be unfired. Mint bore.
7.9mm Portuguese M904/39 Mauser Service Rifle
The 6,5mm Mauser M1904 which was officially converted to 7,9x57mm calibre and
shortened to K98/Mod 937-A configuration. Very good condition with matching serial
numbers to action, both and stock. Markings were unchanged with the conversion of
the rifle. Good bore.
7.92mm Mauser Spanish M43 Rifle
Rifle has Spanish Air Force crest to the receiver ring. Matching numbers to receiver
and straight bolt handle. Barrel length of 24". Some light pitting to receiver ring. Poor
bore.
7.9mm Spanish M43 Mauser Rifle
Poor bore.
7.92mm Spanish Mauser M43 Rifle
Receiver ring marked "Fabrica D. Arms Coruna". Includes cleaning rod. Poor bore.

R 2750.00

7.9mm FN Mauser Greek 1930 Rifle
Fabrique Nationale manufacture. Greek crest, dated 1930 to receiver ring. Standard
military configuration with 23,75" barrel. Fair bore.
7.62mm Israeli K98 Mauser Service Rifle
Conversion of the German K98 carbine to 7,62mm calibre performed by the Israeli's.
Rifles were put into reserve after modification and have seen minimal service,
matching numbers to receiver and bolt. Bore fair to good. Receiver marked "7,62 " &
"SWP 45". Good bore. Good condition.
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R 3750.00

R 3750.00

R 2750.00

R 40000.00

R 3500.00

R 2750.00

R 2750.00
R 2750.00

R 2750.00

R 5750.00

F47

F48

F49

F50

F51

F52

F53

F54
F55

7.62mm Israeli Mauser K98 Rifle
Conversion of the German K98 carbine to 7,62mm calibre performed by the Israeli's.
Rifles were put into reserve after modification and have seen minimal service,
matching numbers to receiver and bolt. Bore fair to good. Receiver marked "7,62 " &
"SWP 45". Good bore. Good condition.
7.92mm Mauser Nazi K 98 Service Rifle
Receiver ring marked "27 1939" signifying production by Erfurter Maschinenfabrik
[ERMA] 1939. Matching numbers to rifle. Relatively good overall condition.

R 4500.00

.30-06 Columbian FN-Mauser Mod 1950 Service Rifle
The FN mod 1950 was the only Mauser M98 made in .30-06 calibre. A development
of the 1924/30 FN Mauser. Good bore.
7.9mm Mauser Persian Carbine
The Persian Czech Mod 30, also known as the Persian Model 1317. Blade foresight
and tangent rear sight to 18,11" barrel. Iranian national crest to receiver ring, with the
manufacturer's markings stamped in Farsi on the left side rail. Interestingly, this rifle
came out of Zimbabwe and one is uncertain as to whether it was supplied as form of
aid package to Zanla/Zipra. Fair bore. Good plus condition.

R 4500.00

7.62mm Spanish Mauser FR8 Rifle
The FR8 was a conversion of the M43 Spanish Mauser service rifle during their
transition from military bolt action rifles to the H&K/Cetme auto rifles which was
adopted in 7,62mm nato calibre. The "FR" stands for "Fusil Reformado" or
"Converted Rifle" in English. It was used until well into the 1970's by Guardia Civil
units. Flash-hider was designed to be used as a grenade launcher and also has wire
cutting notches to it. Under barrel tube serves as the bayonet mount and storage for
cleaning gear. Good bore.
7,62mm Spanish Mauser FR8 Service Rifle
The FR8 was a conversion of the M43 Spanish Mauser service rifle during their
transition from military bolt action rifles to the H&K/Cetme auto rifles which was
adopted in 7,62mm nato calibre. The "FR" stands for "Fusil Reformado" or
"Converted Rifle" in English. It was used until well into the 1970's by Guardia Civil
units. Flash-hider was designed to be used as a grenade launcher and also has wire
cutting notches to it. Under barrel tube serves as the bayonet mount and storage for
cleaning gear. Good bore. Good to good plus condition.
.30-06sprg Springfield 1903 Service Rifle
Receiver marked "U.S. Springfield Armory Model 1903" Serial no. 3782XX. Rear
sight graduated to 2700 yds. Straight gripped stock. Some loss of finish to exterior
and stock appears to have been varnished. Good bore. Fair to good condition.

R 4960.00

.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Manufactured R.O.F. Fazakerley 5/49. Good bore. Good original condition.
.30-06sprg.Mod 1918A2? Browning Automatic Rifle
This BAR has been refinished and fitted with a fancy sporter type stock. Fortunately
the original stocks are still available from the US can be retro-fitted and are available
from Companies such as Ravenna Armoury for approx $50. Receiver marked
"Browning Automatic U.S. Cal. .30M1 ManF.D. by N.E.Small Arms 5263XX." The
New England Small Arms Co. was a WW2 consortium of smaller manufacturers who
manufactured the BAR along with IBM in WW2. Manufactured 1943. Includes bipod.
Good bore. Very good refinished condition.

R 5000.00

R 8500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 7500.00

R 32500.00

F56

223rem Colt AR15 Rifle
"SP1" series rifle with serial number SP111625, manufactured 1980. Includes "Colt
3x20" rail mounted optic sight and spare 20rd. Good bore. Excellent condition.

R 16500.00

F57

7.62x39mm Chinese SKS Semi-Auto Rifle
Complete with folding spike type bayonet, issue sling and Norinco 2,5x18 optic sight.
Excellent bore. Condition "as new".

R 6500.00
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F58

F59

F60

F61

F62

F63

F64

F65

F66

F67

F68

.223rem Ruger Mini-14 Rifle
"180" series rifle with 18,5" barrel and factory 20rd. magazine. Good bore. Very good
condition.
7.62mm FN Para-Fal Service Rifle
Rifle is built on the S.A. made type 1 receiver with no markings to it. This rifle comes
out of Rhodesia and one can assume that it was a Rhodesian Para-fal conversion of
the unmarked R1 rifles supplied to Rhodesia by the SA forces. Number to the lower
receiver is matching but the type size is not quite the same as the upper receiver.
Different number to barrel as well. Rifle has 18" barrel. Includes carrying handle and
is in excellent condition. Excellent bore.
7.62mm FN-Fal Rifle
Rifle is an built type 3 rifle and marked to "Fabrique Nationale Herstal Belgique".
The type 3 was the last of the FN models and reputedly the most accurate. Rifle has
the latest variant of fore-end as well with fingergrooves to fore-end for bipod use.
Rifle has been rebarreled with a new Musgrave barrel and is in "as new" condition.
Sythetic stock and grenade launcher type flash-hider.
7.62mm FN-Fal Tactical Rifle- "As new".
Rebuilt by ex-SADF armourers, re-barrelled with new, heavier, fluted match-grade
26" barrel, custom designed muzzle brake, DSA quad-rail type fore-end & scope
mounting base, DSA grip and custom higher profile stock for scope use. All parts are
taken back to original military spec and the barrel has a tight chamber for increased
accuracy. The ultimate long distance semi-auto rifle?
.223 Galil SAR Service Rifle
In R5 type short configuration with 13,1" barrel. Israeli markings to receiver which has
cut-out for scope mounting. Good to good plus bore, good plus arsenal refinished
condition.
.22hornet Zidi Rifle
Tangent sights to 22,5" barrel. Detachable box magazine. Chequered wrist & foreend. Good bore.
.222rem BSA Royal Rifle
Barrel length of 24" factory porting to muzzle. Dovetailed receiver to Mauser type
action with drop magazine floor plate. Chequered wrist and fore-end with schnabel tip
and monte-carlo butt. Good bore. Good condition.
.220swift Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle
Serial no. indicates 1952 manufacture. Open sights to 26 " barrel. Chequered wrist &
fore-end. Good bore, good original condition. Stock would benefit from a sympathetic
refinish as varnish finish could be improved. Includes weaver type rings & bases.
Good bore.
.220swift Husqvarna Rifle
Sporting rifle with 24,5" barrel on the FN solid sidewall Mauser M98 action. Weaver
type bases fitted to action which is equipped with adjustable trigger, low-scope safety
and push-button release to magazine floorplate. Chequered wrist and fore-end, solid
recoil plate to butt. Husqvarna has a long tradition of manufacturing rifles, having
done so from 1870 to 1960. Good bore. Good overall condition.
6.5x54 Mannlicher Schoenauer 1903 Carbine
Open sights to 18,25" barrel. Crude replacement stock to rifle which has also been
drilled & tapped for Lynx type scope base. Recoil pad has rotted and deformed. Fair
bore. Fair condition.
6.5mm "F Dyke" Steyr Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898
Barrel of 27" is marked ".256 Rimless" & "F. Dyke & Co. 10 Union Street, London
Bridge, London S.E.". Barrel also has British nitro-proof markings to it. Three leaf
rear sight, barrel swivel and ramp fore-sight fitted. Action has butterknife bolt handle
and extended straight line magazine. Typical English styling to walnut stock which
has dark fore-end tip, chequered wrist and fore-end, horn grip cap and typical straight
English styling with well figured wood. Good bore.
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R 6500.00

R 29500.00

R 19500.00

R 45000.00

R 13500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 17500.00

R 7500.00

R 4500.00

R 5500.00

F69

F70

F72

F73

F74

F75

F76

F77

F78

F79

.270win Musgrave "Vrystaat" Mk3/4 Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Lynx 4x40 scope. Built using the Santa Barbara Mauser action which was
in turn the former FN Mauser action with solid sidewall, adjustable trigger and side
safety. Open sights to 24,5" barrel, chequered wrist and fore-end. Excellent bore.
Excellent condition.
7x64mm "Afrika" Styled Mauser Sporting Rifle
Action by Waffenfabrik Mauser- Oberndorf. Barrel length of 29,5".Typical 3/4 length
wooden fore-end with "Afrika" styled side panels to stock. B type tangent rear sight,
double set triggers, trigger guard magazine release. Steel gripcap, chequered wrist
and shadow line cheekpiece to butt which has a "Sauer & Sohn" horn buttplate.
Serial number 23674 to action & barrel, German BUG proofs to barrel. Action has
been drilled and tapped with a bent & swept bolt handle. Rifle appears to have been
built by Sauer on an Oberndorf action. Fair bore.

R 9500.00

R 15000.00

7x57mm Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle
Serial No. 10214 indicates 1938 manufacture, a very early model. Open sights to 24"
barrel. Smooth walnut stock. Some loss of finish to sharp edges on receiver and
associated wear to finish on magazine floorplate. Fair to good bore.
7x57 Suhl Mauser Sporting Rifle
Fitted with 28,5" ribbed octagon to round "Krupp Essen" barrel which is mounted
with tangent rear sight and integral rib foresight, commercial proofs to M98 double
trigger action. Typically Germanic splinter fore-end with schnabel to fore end and two
panel chequering to grip. Cheek piece and solid steel buttplate to stock. Some
expected cordite wear to bore. Good overall condition.
7x57mm Mauser A-Type Sporting Rifle
Mauser banner to receiver ring, 24" barrel with five position express sight, barrel
band swivel and ramp foresight, lever type release to magazine floor plate. Horn fore
end tip and wrap around chequering to both fore end and wrist, well figured stock.
Serial no. 937xx indicates 1925 manufacture. Some carrying wear to magazine floor
plate and breech area. Stock has been professionally refreshed, relatively good bore.
Good overall condition.
7x57mm J P Sauer & Sohn Sporting Rifle
Four leaf express rear sight and barrel swivel to 24" round barrel which is marked to
"J. P. Sauer & Sohn Suhl" and also "Krupp". Matt finished receiver ring, sidewall
of receiver is drilled & tapped for a side-mount scope base. Schnabel type fore-end,
grip is chequered, butt has a cheekpiece and is fitted with a ventilated recoil pad.
Overall very good condition with a professional high gloss finish to stock. Good bore.

R 15000.00

7x57 B-Type Mauser Sporting Rifle
Rifle was manufactured 1911 and has a knurled receiver ring. Barrel length of 24"
with ramp fore sight, barrel band swivel and tangent type rear sight. Lever release to
magazine floor plate. Wrap-around chequering and schnabel to fore end, two panel
chequering to grip and hard Mauser butt plate to cheek piece type stock. Relatively
good bore. Good overall condition. Fair bore.
7x64mm Mauser Mod 96 Straight Pull Rifle
Open sights to 22" barrel, Lynx steel bases and detachable magazine to straight pull
action. Chequered wrist and fore-end to straight line stock which has a cheekpiece
and solid recoil pad to it. Very good bore. Excellent condition.
7.62x51mm Musgrave RSA Target Rifle
Musgrave's RSA target rifle which has been reconfigured to a sporting rifle. Barrel
length of 26". Stock has been lengthened with addition of an extra pad. Walnut type
finish applied to stock. Good bore.
.30-06 Brno ZKK 600 Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with 3-9X Tasco on steel one-piece Brno QD mount which is highly desirable
on it's own. Standard classic type stock with chequered wrist and fore-end. Good
bore

R 14500.00
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R 7500.00

R 22500.00

R 9500.00

R 18500.00

R 9000.00

R 9500.00

F80

F81

F82

F83

F84

F85

F86

F87

F88

.30-06sprg Mauser M98 Custom Rifle
Built on an Oberndorf M98 action. Relatively heavy profile 25" barrel which is fitted
with ramp foresight and express rear sight base 1/3 down the barrel. Engraved
Oberndorf action is fitted with a lever release to magazine floor plate, low scope
safety and adjustable trigger. Weaver type scope bases are fitted. Dark fore-end tip
and steel grip cap, wrap-around chequering to fore-end and wrist, shadow-line
cheekpiece and ventilated recoil pad to well figured walnut stock. Good bore. Good
plus condition.
.30-06 Musgrave "Vrystaat" Mk1/2 Sporting Rifle
Built on the LEW manufactured RSA type magazine rifle action designed by Bennie &
Trevor Musgrave. This action was based on the M98 Mauser action with a number of
improvements to the original M98 design. Open sights to 26" barrel with chequered
wrist & fore-end and "Musgrave" marked recoil pad. Good bore. Very good
condition.
.308win Sako "Forester" Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Lynx 3-9X scope on Lynx type mounts. Open sights to 23" barrel. Action
marked "L597". Chequered wrist & fore-end with solid "Sako" recoil pad. Typical
square cut Sako stock lines. Very good bore. Very good plus condition.

R 15000.00

7.92x57mm Mauser Sporting Rifle
Early commercial sporting rifle with Belgian proofs to 23,5" barrel which has iron
sights to it. Engraved M98 action with lever release floor plate and "Einhak
Montagen" fitted. Engraving to sides of action. Originally a double trigger
mechanism, rear trigger has been removed. Stock has a horn fore end tip & grip cap,
double recoil lugs, cheek piece and recoil pad fitted. Fair to good bore, rest of rifle is
in very good refinished condition.
8x57mm Sabi Custom Rifle
Classic styled hunting rifle built on a Montana action by Magnum Arms of Nelspruit.
Barrel length of 21", with banded foresight, barrel band swivel and two leaf rear sight.
Action closely resembles the pre-64 Mod 70 and has button release floorplate, M70
styled safety to cocking piece, adjustable trigger and scope bases to it. Stock has a
L.O.P of 14", is of an exhibition grade walnut with dark fore-end tip, wrap-around
chequering to fore-end & wrist, steel gripcap, Bavarian styled shadow-line
cheekpiece and solid black Pachmayr pad. Excellent bore. A top grade rifle in mint
condition.
7.92x57mm Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle
A German built rifle with a ribbed 28" and tangent rear sight. M98 Mauser action with
a double-set trigger and lever release magazine floor plate. Walnut stock has wraparound chequering to the schnabel fore-end, two panel chequering to the wrist,
cheekpiece and solid black recoil pad. Shotgun style long triggerguard. Good bore.
All in very good refinished condition.
9.3x62mm Vektor K98 Rifle
On left-hand monte-carlo stock with chequered wrist & fore-end. Barrel length of 25"
and fitted with open sights. Receiver ring is marked to "Simson & Cp. Suhl 1925". But
for some carrying wear to finish on the magazine floorplate the rifle is in very good
condition. Good bore.
.375h&hmag Mauser M66 Rifle
Mauser telescoping compact action. Open sights to 25" barrel which also has scope
mounting rib to it. "Aschwenk" German 30mm rings/bases to action. Dark fore-end
tip, chequered wrist and fore-end to monte-carlo styled stock which is fitted with a
ventilated recoil pad. Recoil lug to back of action. Excellent bore. All in mint original
condition.
.416Rigby Ruger Magnum Rifle - "As new"
Rifle appears to beunfired, still has the factory tag on it and factory manual, scope
mounts are included with it. Express type rear sight, barrel band swivel and banded
fore-sight to 22" barrel. Better grade walnut stock has dark fore-end tip, recoil lug, two
panel chequering to fore-end & wrist, steel gripcap and solid black rubber recoil
pad.Stock has a light "handling" crack to the back of the triggerguard and has been
professionally repaired. Excellent bore. All in "as new" condition.

R 9500.00
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R 11500.00
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F89
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F97
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F99

F100

F101
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F104
F105

.458wm Mauser Mod 66 Rifle
Built on the C&H designed "Certus" action, Mauser's variant was offered with an
interchangeable barrelled system. Open sights to 25,5" barrel which also has a scope
mounting rib to it. Chequered wrist and fore-end to monte-carlo styled stock which
has a ventilated recoil pad fitted to it. Excellent bore. Mint condition.
No Item
12ga AYA S/S Boxlock NE Shotgun
Non-ejector action with Greener type cross-bolt and sideclips to action. Barrels of 28"
choked full & 1/2. L.O.P. of 14,75". Gun has a colour case-hardened receiver and
double triggers. Good bore. All in excellent condition.
12ga "Armas Ego" S/S Hammer Shotgun
Niro-proofed for 3" rounds, chrome lined steel barrels of 28,25" choked full & 1/2.
Greener type crossbolt & sideclips to action. L.O.P. of 15,25". Colour case hardened
bar action locks and receiver. Good bore. Very good condition. An ideal gun for use
by hammer gun enthusiasts.
12ga Browning Mod A5 Sporting S/Auto Shotgun
Also known as the "humpback". Ventilated rib barrel of 27" with full choke. L.O.P of
14,5". Chequered fore-end and semi pistol grip. Blued finish is faded to action, fair to
good bore, good overall.
No Item
.410 "Poachers" Folding Single Barrel Hammer Shotgun
Hammer gun with sidelever folding action and 29,5" octagon to round barrel. Barrel is
marked to "ACO F.NC. L.O.P is 13,75". Fair bore. Very good plus refinished
condition.
.410br Acha "Poachers" Takedown S/B Shotgun
Spanish hammer gun with sidelever folding action and 28" barrel. Chambered and
nitro-proofed for .410 3" cartridge. Colour case hardened action. L.O.P is 14,5".
Good bore. Very good plus condition.
12ga Husqvarna Rolling Block Shotgun
"Husqvarna" name and trade mark to breech area. This would make an ideal
candidate for rebarrelling to .45-70 or a similar calibre. Octagon to round 35,5" barrel.
Chequered wrist. Fair bore. Good overall condition.
12ga Greener "GP' Gun - Cased
Take-down model in wooden case. Barrel length of 26", choked 3/4. Action marked
"Greener's G.P. Gun". Chequered wrist & fore-end. Good bore. Very good
refinished condition.
12ga Winchester "Pigeon Grade" O/U Shotgun - Cased
In leatherette take-down case. Ribbed multi-choked barrels of 28". Wrap-around
chequering to grip and fore-end, solid red recoil pad to butt of well-figured walnut.
Single selective trigger, ejector action. Good bore. Very good condition.
.22long Colt Lightning Slide Action Rifle
Manufactured 1904. Marbles folding rear-sight and cupped foresight to octagonal
barrel of 23,5". Half-length magazine tube. "Colt" chequered hard rubber butt plate to
straight hand butt. Fair bore. Good plus refinished condition.
.22wra Winchester Mod 1903 S/Auto Rifle
Manufactured 1929. Open sights to 19,5" barrel. Some scratches to action and
barrel. Refinished metalwork. Poor bore.
.22short Winchester 1890 Pump 2nd Model Rifle
Manufactured 1904. Open sights to octagonal 24" barrel, take down action. Tubular
magazine. Finish fading to plum brown. Fair to good original condition.
.22lr Browning & .22wrfWinchester Mod 90 Rifles x2
Both are pump action rifles with tubular magazines. FN Browning has open sights to
22" round barrel. Winchester has open sights to octagonal 24" barrel.
.22lr Remington Mod 12 Pump-Action Rifle
Takedown rifle with tubular magazine. Open sights to round 22" barrel. Poor bore.
.22rem special Remington Mod 12 Pump-Action Rifle
Takedown rifle with tubular magazine. Open sights to octagonal 24"" barrel. Fair
bore.
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.22rem auto Remington Arms Model 16 S/Auto Rifle
Open sights to round 22,5" barrel. Good bore.
.22long Remington Arms No 4 Rolling Block Rifle
Single shot with open sights to octagonal 22"barrel. Poor bore.
.22long Remington Model 4 Rolling Block Rifle
Single shot with open sights to octagonal 22,5"barrel. Poor bore.
.22short Remington Arms Mod 6 Rifle
Single shot with open sights to round 20"barrel. Fair bore.
.22long Stevens Mod 70 Rolling Block Rifle
Single shot with open sights to round 22" barrel. Fair bore.
.22lr Stevens 87A S/Auto Rifle
Tubular magazine. Open sights to 24" round barrel. Good bore.
.22lr Springfield mod 87A S/Auto Rifle
Tubular magazine. Open sights to 24" round barrel. The same rifle as F111 under a
different brand name. Good bore.
.22lr Walther Dual-Action Rifle
Allows the option of being used either as a bolt action manually operated rifle or as a
semi-auto. Tangent sights to 24,5" barrel, five round detachable magazine. Good
bore. Excellent refinished condition.
.22lr Walther Bolt-Action Rifle
Tangent sights to 22" barrel. Dove-tailed receiver. Detachable five shot magazine.
Good bore. Excellent condition.
.22lr Mahely M21 S/Auto Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with BSA 3-9x32 scope and suppressor. Round 17,5" barrel, ten shot
detachable magazine. Good bore. Very good condition.
.22lr Gevarm A3 S/Auto Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Weaver .22 scope. Round 22" barrel, ten shot magazine. Very good bore.
Good plus condition.
.22lr Tyrol 502 Bolt-Action Rifle
Bolt action with five round magazine and 23" barrel carrying open sights. Made in
Austria. Chequered wrist. Good plus bore. Good original condition.
.22lr Anschutz Mod 1420 Bolt-Action Rifle
Barrel length of 23", five shot detachable magazine. Good bore. Excellent condition.

R 1250.00

.22lr Voere M2118 Bolt-Action Rifle
Tangent sights to 21" barrel, detachable box magazine. Good bore. Very good
condition.
.22lr Unique Rifle/Pistol Combo
Can used as a rifle with 18,5" barrel or solely as a pistol with 3,1" barrel. Good bore.
Very good condition.
.22 Mauser NM410 Sporting Rifle
Tangent sights to 23,5" barrel, curved 5 rd. detachable box magazine. Rotating
safety. Push button mag release. Chequering to grip. Produced 1930-33. Good
refinished condition.
.22lr Mauser MS420 B Sport/Target Rifle
Mini-98 action. Tangent sights to heavy profile 26,75" barrel, 5 rd. detachable box
magazine. Finger grooves to fore-end. Good bore.
.22lr Mauser MS420 Target/Sporter Rifle
Tangent sights to 25,5" barrel, tapered 5rd. box magazine. Serial no. 105477. Slide
safety. Chequered wrist, two grooves to fore-end, crisp Mauser logo to well-figured
stock. Good bore. Rifle is in excellent overall condition.
.22lr Mauser MN410B Rifle
Sporter on the "Mini-98" action. Tangent sights to23,5" barrel. Serial no. 202101.
Good bore.

R 3950.00
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F125

.22lr Mauser Mod Ms420 Sport/Target Rifle
Tangent sights to heavy profile 26,75" barrel. Five round magazine with tapered
base. Finger grooves to fore-end. Good bore.

R 4500.00

F126

.22lr Mauser Sport/Target Rifle
Fitted with larger receiver, adjustable trigger and push-button magazine release for
curved B-type magazine. Rotating safety. Produced 1930-33. Heavyish profile 26,8"
barrel with hooded fore sight, rear sight graduated from 30-200m. Finger grooves to
fore end. Fair to good bore.
.22lr/.410br Savage Mod 24 O/U Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, change selector to side of action. Synthetic stock. Good
bore. Good plus condition.
.22lr Brno Mod.1 Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with 4x32 Nikko Stirling Silver Crown scope. Proofed 1948. Open sights to 23"
barrel. Five round magazine. Good bore. Good condition.
.22lr FN-Browning S/Auto Take Down Rifle
Removable barrel 19" barrel with open sights. Tubular magazine to butt. Good bore.
Fair to good condition.
.22lr BSA Martini International Target Rifle - Cased
Take-down action. Heavy 29,5" barrel with tunnel fore sight, palm stop to fore end
and barrel tensioner fitted to fore end. Heavy target type factory stock. Very good
condition overall with good bore.

R 3750.00

F127

F128

F129

F130

R 1750.00

R 4950.00

R 1750.00

R 3750.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
Lot

Lot Description

G1

.22lr CZ Mod 455 Rifle
Rear sight removed from 25" barrel to allow scope mounting. Chequered wrist and
fore-end. Very good bore. Very good condition.
.22lr CZ 452-2E ZKM Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Ram Wide Angle 4x40 scope. Open sights to 25" barrel which is threaded
for a silencer. Proofed 1995. Chequered wrist, schnabel type fore-end, Bavarian
styled butt. Very good bore. Good to good plus condition.
.243win Ruger M77 Mk2 Varmint Rifle
Stainless steel variant with heavy profile 26,5" barrel. Laminated stock. Very good
bore. Excellent condition.
.243 Win Zastava M98 Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Tasco 4x44 World Class Plus scope and "Que industries" muzzlebrake/ballistic stabilising system to 24" barrel. Well figured walnut stock with
chequered wrist and fore-end. Adjustable trigger and side safety. Good bore. Good to
good plus condition.
6.5x55mm Carl Gustav Sporterised Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, Carl Gustaf M96 action has been drilled & tapped for scope
use. Laminated M98 type stock which has been "circumcised" and fitted with a recoil
pad. Good bore. Good condition.
7.65mm Argentine Mauser Sporterised Rifle - Scoped
The model 1891 Argentine Mauser. Fitted with Hakko 4x40 scope. Crude
replacement stock made of wild olive wood. Good bore
7.62x51mm Mauser K98 "Sporterised" Rifle
Ex Israeli Mauser built on a Brno M98 action. Open sights to 24" barrel.
"Circumcised" military laminated stock with rubber recoil pad fitted. Good bore. Very
good condition.
7,62mm "Sporterised" K98 Rifle
Ex. "Israeli" Mauser which has had the iron sights removed, rings & one-piece base
fitted, barrel threaded for a suppressor, lo-scope safety and adjustable trigger fitted.
Hydro-dip camo finish applied to stock which has also had a removable cheekpiece
and ammo pouch fitted. Good bore.
No Item

G2

G5

G6

G7

G8

G9

G10

G11

Estimate
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R 6500.00

R 6500.00

R 13500.00

R 6500.00

R 4500.00

R 2500.00

R 3750.00

R 4250.00

G12

G13
G14

G15

G16
G17

G18

G19

G20

G21

.303 ERA P14 Sporterised Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Lynx compact 1x28 scope on Lynx type mounts. Muzzle of barrel has
been threaded for a suppressor. Ventilated recoil pad, chequered wrist & fore-end.
Fair to good overall. Good bore.
.303 BSA Sporterised Rifle
S.M.L.E actioned rifle with a "circumcised" fore-end. Fair bore, rest good overall.
.303br Enfield No.4 Sporterised Carbine
Built on BSA No.4 action , barrel length of 18,5" which is threaded for a silencer. Nc
Star 1x25 Red dot type scope fitted. Fore-end shortened. Good bore. Good plus
condition.
.303 Lee-Enfield "Sporterised"- Cased, Scoped Rifle
Fitted with Weaver 4X scope on Lithgow No.1 Mk3 action. Fore-end shortened. In
fitted wooden case. Fair bore. Good condition.
12ga Norinco L12-SPM Stage Coach Shotgun
Hammer gun with 20" barrels. Very good bore. Excellent condition.
12ga Miroku O/U Shotgun
Ventilated rib barrels choked full & half. Single selective trigger action with ejectors.
L.O.P of 14". Chequered wrist & fore-end. Very good bores, tight action, good overall
condition.
12ga CBC Single Barrel Shotgun
Break-open trigger guard release. Barrel length of 30". Includes ammo sling. Good
bore. Good plus condition.
12ga KTG Semi-Auto Shotgun
Gas operated semi-auto shotgun with 28,75" ventilated ribbed barrel. L.O.P is 15".
Good bore. Good overall condition.
12ga Miroku "Stirling" O/U Shotgun
Barrels of 26,25" with broad top-rib are choked improved & improved. Scroll
engraving to selective single trigger, ejector action. Chequered wrist & fore-end.
L.O.P. is 14,5". Good condition, good bores.
12ga Savage/Stevens Mod 85 Bolt-Action Shotgun
Savage adjustable choke to 26" barrel. Two round detachable magazine. Good bore.
Very good condition.

Conditions of Sale

The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act
for.
1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)

c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein

b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained
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R 2250.00

R 1750.00
R 2750.00

R 2750.00

R 3250.00
R 6500.00

R 1250.00

R 2750.00

R 5500.00

R 2250.00

herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said
licences
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against the prevailing terms
and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the Auction purchase
price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or
in Bank Cleared funds.

All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card
settlements.
No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole
discretion may:

a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.
3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or
collected, within Six (6) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to be
abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the
purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our
attorneys fees and incidental charges.
All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this

clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the
seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within six (6) months of the sale date, of
any item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150 -00 per
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of
the month within which the six (6) month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in
his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such
item to recover such fee.
4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.

5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
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6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for
consequential or incidental damages.

Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s
behalf in order to protect such reserve.
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,
PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY

OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are
governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction,
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.

12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to
bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the
estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor.
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
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20,000 >

R 2,500-00 increments

POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent
1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 72 to be held on 27th March 2021

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 25th March 2021
Lot No:

Description:

Limit:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;
Full Name: )
ID Number:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Email:
Signature :

Cell :
Date:
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